
VOCABULARY 1
animals

1  Look at the photos and choose the correct words.

animal actions

2  Look at the animals in Ex 1. What actions can they 
do? Tick the correct boxes.

fly walk swim jump climb run

1

2

3

4

5

6

3  Complete the sentences with these verbs.

climb  fly  have  jump  swim  walk

1 Pandas   trees.

2 Hippos   in water. They live in Africa.

3 Monkeys climb and   between trees.

4 Parrots   and walk.

5 Penguins are birds, but they don’t fly. They 
  and swim.

4  Think of one more animal. Describe it in 25 words. 
  
  
  
  
 

1 2 3

4 5 6

 kangaroo / bat duck / dolphin horse / bear

 sheep / shark whale / bird mouse / lion
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I live on a farm in Scotland with my 1   and our 

dog, Tweed. My dad always says that Tweed isn’t a pet. 

He’s a working dog. He gets up early in the 2   

and goes out with my dad before breakfast. Tweed helps 

with the sheep, goats and pigs. But I think he’s my pet 

too, because he usually plays with me when I fi nish 
3   and he sleeps in my bedroom.

April is my favourite time on the farm. The 4   

are with their babies in the fi eld near our house. The babies 

usually stay with their mothers for eight weeks. I love 

watching them run and jump. They look very funny.

Tweed isn’t always at work with the animals. We’ve got 

an interesting hobby – we go to agility competitions. At 

agility competitions dogs 5   and jump over 

special obstacles. Tweed can run very fast, but he doesn’t 

always 6   to me. He sometimes runs under an 

obstacle and that means we never win the fi rst prize. But 

we love the competitions.

Ellen, 12, Aviemore, Scotland

A POST FROM SCOTLAND

READING
1  Read the post. Find these things.

1 four animals:  

2 Ellen’s favourite month:  

3 the name of Ellen’s hobby:  

2   Read the post again. Choose a word from below. 
Write the correct words next to numbers 1–6.

EllenEllen,, 12 12,, Aviemore Aviemore,, Scotland Scotland

3  Choose the best title for the post.

1 A year on a farm

2 Me and my dog

3 All about sheep

family house night

morning listen run

school cats sheep

One of our sheep on the farm

 Tweed going over an obstacle 

at an agility competition
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1 A always B aren’t C doesn’t

2 A have B live C talk

3 A never B always C sometimes

4 A never B always C sometimes

5 A always B sometimes C o� en

6 A have B do C are

2  Put the words in the correct order to make sentences.

1 milk / has / my cat / never / breakfast / for

  

2 at / goes out / he / night / o� en

  

3 eat / he / always / food / his / doesn’t

  

4 usually / on / sister’s / bed / he / sleeps / my

  

5 very / usually / happy / he / is

  

6 in / always / the / the / he / sits / TV / a� ernoon / 
in front of

  

GRAMMAR
adverbs of frequency

1  Read the article. Choose the correct answer for 
each gap.

3  Complete the post with these words.

are  don’t  see  spiders  usually  you

Wild kangaroos 1   live in Australia. They usually 2   

in groups of about ten. A group of kangaroos is called a 

mob. They aren’t 3   brown. Some kangaroos are grey. 

Kangaroos always eat plants. They 4   eat spiders or 

beetles. Kangaroos aren’t usually dangerous, but they 
5   attack people. Cars are dangerous for kangaroos. In 

Australia, there 6   often ‘kangaroo crossing’ signs next 

to the roads.

4  Complete the reply to the post in Ex 3. Use the 
present simple form of the verbs in brackets.

Hi there,

My holiday this year is to Australia. I 1   

love visiting a new country, but I am a bit nervous 

about Australia because of the wild animals. I 
2   like spiders and I know Australian 

ones are very big. Can any Australians in the group 

answer my questions, please?

• 3   the spiders in Australia always 

dangerous?

• Where do 4   usually see them?

• Do 5   often come into hotel 

rooms?

• What do I do when I 6   a spider?

Thanks, everyone!

Travelbug99

Hi Travelbug99,

I’m sorry that you are nervous about coming 

to Australia. Please come and visit! Yes, we 
1   (see/often) big spiders here! But 

there are lots of  other beautiful animals and birds 

to see. 

The spiders in Australia 2   (not 

be/always) dangerous. Spiders 3   

(not come/often) out into the open and you 
4   (not see/usually) them in hotel 

rooms. Here are some things to remember:

• Stay in places with a lot of  people. Spiders 
5   (not like/usually) to be with 

people.

• Never leave your clothes on the fl oor at night.

• Always look in your shoes before you put them 

on! Spiders 6   (climb/sometimes) 

into people’s shoes!

• And … have fun in Australia!

Ozzieboy

ABOUT   TRAVEL GUIDE   Q&A   RESTAURANTS   TOP DEALS

ABOUT   TRAVEL GUIDE   Q&A   RESTAURANTS   TOP DEALS

in front of
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VOCABULARY 2
the world around us

1  Look at the photos and complete the puzzle. Find 
the mystery word and draw a picture for it.

1 

f o r e s t

2 

j e

t

3 

l e

4

v r

5 

d s

2  Choose the correct words to complete the 
sentences.

1 Crocodiles usually live in lakes / deserts.

2 Fish always live in water / a cave.

3 Brown bears usually live in a river / 
the mountains.

4 Camels usually live in the forest / desert.

5 Goats never live in the jungle / mountains.

6 Sharks never live in lakes / the sea.

3  Complete the article with these words.

caves  drink  fish  insects  sea  the

1

2

4

3

About bats
Bats are interesting animals. They sleep in the day 

when 1   sun is up and they come out at 

night and look for food. Bats don’t usually see in 

colour. They only see in black and white.

Their food
Bats eat lots of different types of food. They often 

eat 2   . A brown bat eats 600 of them 

in one hour! Some bats also eat 3   from 

lakes or the 4   . Other bats live in the 

jungle and they eat fruit and 5   water 

from fl owers.

Their home
Bats sleep in 6   or forests. People 

sometimes make houses for bats in their gardens.

Their babies
Mother bats have one baby a year. Baby bats are 

called pups. They drink milk from their mother.

4  Make sentences with usually or always. Use a verb from A 
and a noun from B.

A  eat  fly  not like  sleep  swim  walk

B  caves  crocodiles  desert  forest  insects  sea

 bats Bats usually eat insects.

1 parrots  

2 sharks  

3 camels  

4 brown bears  

5 people  

Bat 
 facts
Bat 
 facts
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LISTENING
1   3.1  Look at the brochure. Listen to Laura, Jake 

and their mum talking about the tour. Answer the 
questions.

present simple: question words

3  Match the questions (1–6) with the answers (A–F).

1 Where does the panda live?  

2 What does it eat?  

3 When does it sleep?  

4 Why does it eat all the time?  

5 How o� en does it have babies?  

6 How does it fi nd food?  

A By walking around.

B Not very o� en.

C In the mountains.

D Bamboo.

E Because it is a big animal.

F At night.

4  Read the answers and write the questions. Use the 
highlighted information to choose the question word.

 A: How o� en do lions eat small animals? 

 B: Lions sometimes eat small animals.

1 A:  

 B: Armadillos sleep a lot because they live in hot 
places.

2 A:  

 B: Ducks live near the water.

3 A:  

 B: Polar bears never see penguins.

4 A:  

 B: Bats sleep in the day.

5 A:  

 B: Ducks eat plants, insects and small fi sh.

COME WITH US 

ON A TOUR OF THE 

CLOUD FOREST IN 

Peru!

QUETZAL IN THE 
CLOUD FOREST

1 When does the family’s tour start?  

2 What’s Laura’s favourite bird?  

3 What animal does Jake love?  

2    3.2 Listen again.  Which animal (A–F) do people 
usually see on each day of the tour?

1 Day 1  

2 Day 2  

3 Day 3  

4 Day 4  

5 Day 5  

6 Day 6  

A

D

B

E

C

F

3 Animal magic
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SPEAKING
1   3.3 Listen and repeat.

1 Where does it live?  6 Has it got legs?

2 When does it sleep?  7 Does it climb trees?

3 What does it eat?  8 Does it eat plants?

4 When does it feed?  9 Does it make eggs?

5 What does it drink?   10 Does it have babies?

2   3.4 Listen, speak and record.

3   3.5 Listen back and compare.

4   3.6 Listen and choose the correct answer, A, B or C.

1 A Two years. B In the jungle. C Green and black.

2 A Sometimes. B In the jungle. C Animals and birds.

3 A No, it hasn’t. B No, it isn’t. C Yes, it has got.

4 A Yes, it has. B Yes, sometimes. C No, it isn’t.

5 A Usually three B Yes, it is. C Three years.
  or four metres.

6 A Never. B Yes, it is. C Yes, it does.

5  Match 1–6 with A–F to make sentences.

1 I think it’s the gira� e 

2 Maybe the monkey 

3 I think it’s the kangaroo 

4 Maybe the cat 

5 I think it’s the polar bear 

6 I think it’s the snake 

A because it’s a pet.

B because it’s tall.

C because it lives in a very cold place.

D because it hasn’t got legs.

E because it lives in Australia.

F because it climbs trees.

6  Complete the conversation with one word 
in each gap.

A: Can you help me with this homework? 
I need to fi nd the odd 1   out.

B: Between these four birds?

A: Yes: a parrot, a penguin, a duck and 
a chicken.

B: Well, 2   is di� erent?

A: I’m not 3   .

B: Maybe the parrot 4   it lives in 
the forest. What do you think?

A: I 5   it’s the penguin because it 
doesn’t fl y.

B: That’s true.

A: And it 6   live with people.

B: Yes. Well done!

7  Choose the odd one out and write the 
reason why.

 polar bear  penguin  whale  cat

 I think it’s the cat because it doesn’t swim. 

1 horse  duck  goat  lion

  

2 cat  mouse  monkey  rabbit

  

3 bat  kangaroo  parrot  duck

  

4 panda  camel  mouse  snake

  

5 lion  elephant  polar bear  hippo
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WRITING
1  Put the words in the correct order to make sentences about frogs.

1 have / make / eggs / don’t / they / frogs / nests / but

  

2 jump / can / but / can’t / they / walk, / they

  

3 they / in the day / come out / at night / and / hide

  

4 places and / always / don’t like / live / cold / they / they / near water

  

5 some / water, / but / they / frogs / under / sleep / can / breathe

  

2  Look at the table. Then read the article and circle the mistakes.

scorpions

Where do they live? in all parts of the world, but not Antarctica

in caves, jungles, forests and lots in the desert

How big are they? usually 6 cm long

What do they eat? insects (e.g. spiders), some eat small animals

When do they feed? at night

What do you know 
about them?

•  some live in the desert (under the ground)

• some eat one insect a year

• sometimes dangerous to people

• 4–8 babies, live on mother’s back

3  Correct the mistakes in Ex 2. Write 
complete sentences.

 They live all over the world, but they  
don’t live in Antarctica. 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

4  Read about cheetahs. Complete the 
text. Remember to use and or but to link 
sentences.

cheetahs

Where do 
they live?

Africa and parts of Asia

How fast 
are they?

can run at about 120 km 
per hour

What do 
they eat?

usually small animals, birds, 
sometimes big animals (e.g. 
antelope, zebra)

What do 
you know 
about 
them?

• long legs, small head

•  run fast, get tired a� er 
300 m, sometimes don’t 
catch food

• babies are called cubs

• babies’ eyes open at ten 
days old

• stay with mother for 
about two years

• Cheetahs live in Africa and  

parts of Asia. They’ve got long 
1   head.

• They are very fast. They can run at about 

120 km per hour, 2   

always catch their food. This is because they 
3   300 metres.

• Cheetahs usually eat small animals, 
4   big animals, like 

antelope and zebra.

• The babies are called cubs. Their eyes open 

when 5   ten days old 
6   with their mother 

for about two years.

Cheetahs

Scorpions
• Scorpions are amazing animals. They live all over the world, but 

they live in Antarctica. You can 昀椀 nd them in jungles, forests 
and caves, but lots of scorpions live in the desert, under the 
ground. They go out in the day to look for food.

• Scorpions are usually about 60 cm long.
• Scorpions often eat insects, like spiders, but they don’t eat a lot 

of food. 
• Some scorpions only eat one insect in a day. 
• Scorpions are never dangerous to people.
• Mother scorpions usually have four to eight babies. Their 

nests are usually under the ground. The babies live on their 
father’s back. 6  with their mother

for about two years.

3 Animal magic
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UNIT CHECK
1  Look at the photos and write the animals. 

D

 

A

 

E

 

B

 

F

 

C

 

2  Match the sentences (1–6) with the photos in Ex 1 
(A–F).

1 This beautiful animal usually lives in the forest or 
jungle. It eats meat.  

2 This animal is big. It lives near lakes or rivers in 
Africa.  

3 This animal lives in very cold places. It walks and 
swims but it doesn’t fl y.  

4 This animal swims and fl ies. It lives near water.  

5 This animal is small and brown. It’s got a hard shell 
and it sometimes swims.  

6 This animal doesn’t live in cold places. It lives in a big 
group and it fl ies.  

3  Complete the defi nitions. Use adverbs of frequency.

1 Elephants   climb trees.

2 Whales   live in the sea.

3 Cheetahs don’t   catch the animal they 
run a� er.

4 Frogs   come out at night.

5 Ducks   live on lakes.

4  Rewrite the sentences. Put the adverbs in brackets in 
the correct place.

1 Whales are big. (always)

  

2 I walk to school. (o� en)

  

3 Bears swim. (sometimes)

  

4 Cheetahs don’t eat at night. (usually)

  

5 We go to the beach in December. (never)

  

6 My aunt is in her car. (always)

  

5  Read the notes and complete the questions.

 What are they  called?

Asiatic Lions

1   live?

India

2   eat?

big animals (e.g. goats, buffaloes) and smaller 
animals

3   look for food?

usually during the day

4   are the cubs when they leave 
their mothers?

about two years old

5   know about them?

• male lions are up to 2.9 m long
• only 500 wild Asiatic lions
• live in or near forest in Gujarat
• live for 18–20 years
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